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T HE R IVER I TCHEN
The River Itchen in Hampshire is one of the finest chalk
streams in the world, famed for its wild brown trout.
This book is a distillation of an observational, ten-year
study of a one kilometre stretch of the river at Martyr
Worthy in Hampshire. The highly illustrated account
draws upon 100,000 photographs and hundreds of
hours of video recordings taken between 2008 and 2018.
Rivers have a fascination for many people and the
ability to captivate. A two-month, purely observational
and non-scientific, project to film wild brown trout
spawning ended up lasting ten years.
The wild brown trout spawning is illustrated alongside
the life cycle of the river flies upon which they feed.
Seventy species of bird are highlighted with a focus
on some, such as a black swan, kingfishers, herons
predatory cormorants and the shy water rail.
Otters, including a family tracked and filmed for a
year, feature at night, together with water voles,
mink and moles.
A wide variety of insects and plants feature. The
majority of plants having herbal qualities that make the
riverbank seem like a medicine chest, with one plant
having inspired a mathematician in the 1500s.
Inspiration also comes in landscapes, patterns,
shapes and reflections that provide rich material for
the artist, poet and storyteller. It is through art and
imagination that young people can be introduced to,
and learn about, nature with a sense of fun.
More importantly, the relentless day-by-day activities
of the riverkeeper describe what it takes to conserve
this Site of Special Scientific Interest, a truly wild and
special place.
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Discover:

 The History of the Water Meadows with
contemporary accounts and scenes

 The River Year, a month-by-month account
highlighting the flora and fauna throughout

 Riverkeeping activities showing what it takes
to manage a chalk stream

 River Engineering revealing the man-made
nature of the river and the control of its flow

 Conservation, a definition with thoughts and
considerations with regard to public access

 Art Naturally, provides an emphasis for artists
and young people through art, poetry, storytelling and imagination

 On the Trail at Night, revealing night-time
visitors, such as otters, badgers and mink,
together with their activities

 On the Trail by Day, showing close-up views
of animals and birds as they forage, hunt or rest
during the day

 Behind the Scenes describing fieldcraft
techniques and equipment, such as night vision
and underwater cameras, used to capture many
hidden aspects of the wildlife.
Ten years in the life of a river is no more than a
‘glimpse’, even thirty years is a short space of time in
its history. As Alfred Lord Tennyson wrote,
‘For men may come and men may go,
but I go on for ever’
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Further Information
Each of the chapters is described in more detail,
together with selected illustrations,
on the River Itchen website at:
www.riveritchen.co.uk
Books may be ordered directly from
George Mann Publications
or from bookshops.
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